Qatar and France continued their deepening relationship when Qatar Rail has announced the reopening of a new service at Gharraya Bridge.

The Metroexpress service was launched in West Bay.

Metroexpress service launched in West Bay

The service will run the number of Metroline vehicles operating on the current Doha Metro hours from 6am to 11pm.

The service provides a quick and convenient access to DECC and West Bay QIC metro sharing service, currently covering the Metroexpress service and to evaluate the effectiveness of this service.

This service is provided entirely for the benefit of Qatar Rail passengers and is expected to be available for the general public in the near future.

The launch of the Metroexpress service is a significant step forward for Qatar Rail in its efforts to improve the accessibility and convenience of public transportation in the country.

In brief

UK says Iran tanker will be released

Britain’s Foreign Secretary, Jeremy Hunt, said on Tuesday that Iran should release the seized tanker by Saturday, adding that Iran’s seizure of a British tanker would be “completely indefensible.”

The UK government has been working closely with international partners to ensure a peaceful resolution to the tension in the Gulf region.

Metroexpress service

The service uses a fleet of branded Mercedes Vito vans, seating 7 people per vehicle.

The application places seats in a single vehicle for multiple passengers travelling to one destination and through software connected to a navigation system that directs the driver of the single vehicle for multiple passengers for the fastest and shortest possible route.

The pilot service will provide free trips to encourage passengers to use the Metroexpress service and to evaluate the effectiveness of this service.

Qatar-France trade stood at QR14bn in 2018: envoy

Qatar and France’s diplomatic and economic relations have continued to strengthen in recent years, with both countries working together to promote Closer cooperation and economic growth.

The reopening of the Gharraya Bridge service is a testament to the ongoing efforts to improve transportation infrastructure in Qatar and to provide better services for its citizens.

Qatar’s Minister of Foreign Affairs, Sheikh Mohamed bin Abdulrahman Al Thani, recently visited France to discuss various matters with his French counterpart.

The Gharraya Bridge service is expected to be available for the general public in the near future.
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The Ministry of Interior has made a new global achievement with its National Leadership Centre (NCC) winning the SAG Award for Geographic Information Systems (GIS) presented by the leading American ESRI Institute in the field of GIS.

The award was presented on the sidelines of the ESRI International Conference on Systems Users (ESRI) recently organised by the Institute in San Diego, USA, and received by Lt Col Aref Hassan Ibrahim, Director of Technical Affairs at the National Command Centre, and Captain Hassan Ali al-Malki, head of GIS Division, from Jack Dangermond, CEO of ESRI, US.

Colonel Ali Mohamed al-Mohannadi, Vice-President of the National Command Centre (NCC), said that the Excellence in GIS application is presented to companies and institutions that have received the highest rating in a set of criteria set by the Independent Selection Committee.

He noted that the centre participated in 2013 with a number of security systems, all of which, including the system (star) rated (A) for the role of the ministry in using GIS technology in security systems for the purpose of improving emergency response levels and reducing the crime rate through quality systems and spatial analysis and predicting the risks before they occur.

He added that the Ministry of Interior had provided a model for translating the relationship of security and crime with the knowledge of geographic information systems (GIS), which means the spatial dimension of the event.

Lt Col Aref Hassan Ibrahim, Director of Technical Affairs at the National Command Centre, said: “This award recognises outstanding achievements and applications in geographic information systems. It is the first time that the National Command Centre has received such an award. The star system has already won the same award in other geographical areas in 2013 and has also received the best advanced security system award at the Middle East Geospatial Data Forum in 2012 in Dubai. Other prominent ministries, agencies, companies and local and regional leaders in the field were also represented in the conference to exchange experiences in the use of information technology in the Middle East.”

On the ESRI UC Conference on GIS Users, Capt Hassan Ali al-Malki, head of GIS, said that the conference was the largest international event in the world, dedicated to these technologies, and is held annually in the United States in July at the San Diego Convention Centre.

He added that there is an exhibition for maps and posters featuring up to 600 maps besides a virtual maps exhibition.

During the past years, the Ministry of Interior has witnessed qualitative leaps in utilising modern technologies, including the introduction of GIS techniques in the field of security since 2009, as well as the preparation of specialised national cadres specialised in this field.

Lt Col Aref Hassan Ibrahim, Director of Technical Affairs at the National Command Centre, and Captain Hassan Ali al-Malki, head of GIS, with Jack Dangermond, CEO of ESRI, US.
Al Khor Hospital embarks on 18-month renovation effort

- Expansion works will help meet increased demand for services
- Works began last month and will continue until December 2020
- Works include new National Diabetes Center and Physiotherapy Center

Al Khor Hospital has embarked on an 18-month expansion programme as part of a major expansion effort aimed at enhancing the patient experience and reducing the wait time and length of stay, as well as improving access to specialised medical services at Al Khor Hospital and its satellites, which are part of the country.

“Open ended in 2005 as one of Hamad Medical Corporation’s (HMC) community hospitals, the 151-bed Al Khor Hospital provides general medicine, surgical, emergency medicine, paediatrics and obstetric services to the population living in and around Al Khor,” said Mohamed al-Jusaiman, deputy chief of HMC’s General Hospitals Group and chief executive officer of Al Khor Hospital.

The expansion programme, which commenced last month, will help the hospital meet the increased demand for current and future services. HMC has said in previous statements that the expansion works will include the construction of a new National Diabetes Center and Physiotherapy Center, and the expansion of the existing service. Overall, this expansion programme is expected to increase access to high-quality specialised care for the population living in and around Al Khor, added al-Jusaiman.

According to al-Jusaiman, the expansion works include new National Diabetes Center and Physiotherapy Center. This work is being done in accordance with international standards and will improve our ability to care for our patients. It will also help improve the patient length of stay and enhance our patients’ overall hospital experience, noted al-Jusaiman.

“Expansion works will help meet increased demand for services. These renovations will also allow us to provide faster and more efficient care, as well as members of the larger Al Khor community, to bear with us as we work to improve our services. The construction works will include extending our Intensive Care Unit and enhancing areas within the Emergency Department. There are also plans to expand the top Care Unit, Intensive Unit and Dialysis Unit within the Emergency Department. This work is being done in accordance with international standards and will improve our ability to care for our patients. It will also help reduce the patient length of stay and enhance our patients’ overall hospital experience,” said al-Jusaiman.

The expansion programme is expected to increase access to high-quality specialised care for the population living in and around Al Khor, added al-Jusaiman.
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Qatar condemns attack in Afghanistan

Qatar has strongly condemned a coordinated Taliban attack in Western Afghanistan, causing deaths and injuries of security officials.

In a statement yesterday, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs released Qatar’s firm stance to combat violence and terrorism, regardless of their motives and origins.

The statement expressed compliments to Qatar for its firm stance to combat violence and terrorism, regardless of their motives and origins.

Shura Council participates in New York political forum

The Shura Council is participating in the 2019 High-level Parliamentary Political Forum on Sustainable Development to be held in New York City, USA.

The 2-day forum, which began yesterday, will discuss a set of sustainable development goals related to education, promoting economic growth, increasing feasibility within and across borders, and addressing climate change and its impacts.

The Shura Council is represented at the forum by Yousef bin Abdulrahman bin Thalib.
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A Unique Retail Opportunity in Doha Metro Stations

Gold Line
- 10 Stations from Ras Bu Abboud to Al Aziiziya
- 55 Retail units, 33 ATM locations

Green Line
- 1 Station - Al Riffa
- 8 Retail kiosks, 2 ATM locations

Red Line
- 5 Stations from Katara to Lusail and Hamad Intl Airport T1
- 19 Retail units, 11 ATM locations

Our unique retail proposition will be the first in Qatar to offer the following:
- Business access to rail commuters and neighbourhood customers
- Modular shop format with diverse retail mix
- Partitioned shell and core retail space with flooring
- Right to occupy term of five years with fixed fee
- Fee inclusive of service and utility (Water & Electricity) charges

Permitted Trades

Services
- Bank
- Money Exchange
- Telecom Service
- Pharmacy
- Travel Agent
- Courier Service
- Health & Beauty
- Laundry
- Government Entity
- Quick Service Repair

General Retail
- Stationery
- Electronics
- Florist
- Accessories
- Gifts/Souvenir Shop
- Book Store
- Sports Shop
- Nutritional Supplements

Food & Beverages
- Café
- Quick Service Restaurant
- Juice Bar
- Specialty Food

Convenience
- Convenience Store
- News Agent

Ancillary
- ATM

NOTES:
- Other retail trades can be considered at Qatar Rail’s discretion
- No cooking allowed. Only warming/microwaving of food is allowed
- For laundry only disp. and sale services allowed
- Items prohibited for sale in the retail premises:
  - Alcoholic beverages
  - Merchandise which may propagate a strong colour
  - Merchandise which may pose potential fire, safety and operational risks
  - Goods and services that are unlawful/illegal under the local bylaws

Application Process
Application can be completed in few easy steps
Visit our retail webpage www.retail.qr.com.qa

Registration is now open

For more details:
Email: retailinfo@qrailway.com.qa
Contact number inside Qatar: 105
Contact number outside Qatar: +974 4429 3777

Don’t miss the unique opportunity...
Spaces are limited!
Own a Mazda this holiday season. Drive away with multiple rewards and a raffle prize to win.

FREE
COMPREHENSIVE INSURANCE FOR 1 YEAR

FREE
SERVICE 15,000 KM / 1 YEAR
Includes courtesy check

FREE
REGISTRATION

Free 5 Year Unlimited Mileage Warranty On All New Mazda

Win & Fly
Claim In-Flight & Transformer Vouchers of QR 2,000 Each

UNLIMITED KM WARRANTY ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE

CNA-Q is Qatar’s national technical college offering over 30 diploma programs. Taught by industry experts, you will learn by doing in state-of-the-art training facilities.

Choose your career path:
Business Management and Information Technology
Engineering Technology
Health Sciences
Technical Certificate Program

Internationally accredited by:

Experience summer in Qatar

Invite your family and friends to Doha this summer and share many unforgettable experiences and fun-filled activities. From arts and culture, to water and sand adventures, and exclusive shopping offers, this is the perfect season to get together with family and friends.

Take advantage of our exclusive discounts to Doha this summer.

Save up to 25% on flights to Doha.*

Book now and until 15 August 2019 for travel between 30 May and 10 August 2019,

Visit any Qatar Airways sales office
qatarairways.com/SummerInQatar

*Discount is applicable for tickets purchased for travel to Doha only. Terms and Conditions apply, please review at the time of booking.
Qatar Charity workshops highlight risks of terror financing, money laundering

Qatar Charity has continued training workshops on the financing of terrorism and money laundering in the field of charitable work, which were attended by its field teams, as part of its efforts to enhance the skills and capabilities of its staff to combat money laundering and terrorist financing in the field of charitable work. Qatar Charity said in a statement.

The workshops were held in two day-long workshops for collectors and collection supervisors, both male and female, participated in each of the first two workshops, while the second workshop included nine male and box supervisors attended the third workshop.

The workshops, delivered by Mr. Ali Al Janabi, a trainer in the field of charitable work, and Mr. Ali Al Janabi, a trainer in the field of charitable work, aimed to clarify the concept, stages and methods of money laundering and terrorist financing in charitable work, in addition to explaining mechanisms and procedures to combat these types of crimes.

It also aimed to enable the participants to identify potential risks and know how to protect their work, as well as to make them aware of the need to remove any conflicts, and engage in efforts to combat money laundering and terrorism financing.

The workshops covered basic concepts related to the financing of terrorism and system financing in accordance with the laws and international conventions. They focused on the role of agreement and alignment between money laundering and terrorism financing as well as the various channels that are involved in this field.

The workshop also provided participants with mechanisms and techniques to combat money laundering and terrorism financing in accordance with the laws and international conventions.

Participants were given the Qatar Charity Due Diligence Guidelines for implementing procedures to prevent and combat money laundering and terrorist financing. The Qatar Charity Board of Directors said that the workshop was initiated in order to enable them to carry out their duties efficiently.

The workshop aimed to provide participants with the necessary knowledge and skills to deal with the various means of money laundering and terrorist financing, as well as the legal, technical and administrative tools required to detect and combat these types of crimes.

Kahramaa awards contracts worth QR565mn to local firms in 2019 H1

Kahramaa, the Qatar’s national electricity and water utility, awards contracts worth QR565mn to local firms in 2019 H1. The facilities and measures granted by the State to the local industry and companies in the field of electrical cables, switches, electric and other products related to this industry to encourage and support its development, creating new opportunities for local companies, as these companies are keen to continue their participation in the field of electrical cables, switches, and other products that are currently produced in the country.

Ehsan centre takes part in 41st session of Human Rights Council

The Centre of Elderly Care ‘Ehsan’, under the Ministry of Social Development, has participated in the 41st session of the Human Rights Council, which took place in Geneva, Switzerland, from 20 to 28 June 2019. The Centre said that it was an opportunity to inform the world about the work of the Centre and to exchange experiences with others.

The Centre, which provides services to elderly persons, focuses on ensuring their independence and protecting their rights. It offers a wide range of services, including medical care, social work, legal aid, and other support services. The Centre also focuses on providing activities that promote the mental and physical well-being of elderly persons.

The Centre’s participation in the Human Rights Council was an opportunity to present its work and achievements, and to highlight the challenges faced by elderly persons in Qatar and other countries. The Centre also sought to promote the importance of protecting the rights of elderly persons and to raise awareness about the need for more support and resources for elderly persons.

The Centre’s participation in the Human Rights Council was an opportunity to present its work and achievements, and to raise awareness about the need for more support and resources for elderly persons. The Centre’s participation was also an opportunity to exchange experiences and best practices with other organizations and governments around the world.

The Centre of Elderly Care ‘Ehsan’ has been working to improve the quality of life for elderly persons in Qatar, and to ensure that they have access to the necessary resources and services to maintain their independence and protect their rights.
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Ooredoo launches special online promotion for Shahry customers

Ooredoo has announced a special promotion for现有 customers subscribing to their services online.

Customers subscribing to new Shahry packs online via the eShop will get up to 20% discount on their pack rental for six months, saving up to QR300 over the period of six months, the company has said in a statement.

Customers subscribing to the Ooredoo eShop can get a 20% discount. New Shahry customers will get a 10% discount.

All Shahry packs will also come with free subscriptions to the on-demand entertainment channel Starz Play and discount app treatment.

Speaking about the new promotion, Maher Elhakeem, Director of Ooredoo and Corporate Communications, said: "The Internet has revolutionized the way we shop, giving everyone more convenience."

"Through our eShop, we want to make it easier for our products and services one time of the day and complete their purchases within minutes, while avoiding waiting in line and being stuck in traffic. We encourage everyone to use our online channel, where the good offers are here on one stop."

To avail the discount, customers should subscribe to their new Shahry pack online at the Ooredoo e-Shop.

Weekly sensory play camp at QNL open to children and parents

Qatar's National Library (QNL) has launched a three-day online promotion for Shahry customers, said to help children and parents develop their sensory needs.

The promotion allows customers subscribing to new Shahry packs online via the Ooredoo eShop to save up to 20% on their new Shahry pack online.

The company has said in a statement that the activities were designed to improve fine motor and gross motor skills, while also teaching children how to participate as part of a group.

Ooredoo, Vodafone Qatar support Rumailah Hospital patients

Umm Al-Fahm Support Fund, Qatar Red Crescent Society (QRCS) has launched a charity project to support long-term patients, oil patients and parents with their sensory needs.

With funding from Vodafone Qatar, QRCS has procured 27 physical therapy equipment for Rumailah hospital to create a medical and physical rehabilitation room with a capacity of 50 beds.

"These supplies will have significance in enhancing the morale of the patients, as well as facilitate the healing process, both in terms of rehabilitation and medication," said QRCS in a statement.

Najat Al-Haidous, head of Social Care at QRCS, said: “It is my first visit to the library and I am delighted to see a variety of activities available for my children and to be able to mingle with other attendees. I find really welcomed here, the ambiance is unusual, and everything continues to make full use of the library’s versatility and variety of programs. This is my first visit to the library and I am really happy to see that the Children’s Library is opening very interesting programmes for the library lovers, near and far.”

For more about the initiative, parents are encouraged to visit the QRCS Patient Support Fund.

"The camp also kept the young patients and their parents engaged with a programme of activities, games and crafts that incorporated new books, fresh ideas, and sounds to stimulate all the senses,“ said Louis, an attendee at QNL, said: "This is my first visit to the Children’s Library, and it’s really wonderful to see a variety of activities available for my children and to be able to mingle with other attendees."

"We believe in the importance of creating a healthy society as a result of the advancement of nations.”

"Thanks to all the sponsors and partners of this initiative, inspired by the local community, which covers a wide range of initiatives, required by our commitment towards the local community. The importance of creating a healthy society is a result of the advancement of nations.”

"The purpose of this project is to boost the morale of the patient’s attitude and energy. This will help them overcome their sensory processing difficulties in sensory integration principles, the programme was intended to help children and parents learn strategies to meet daily sensory needs.
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SAMSUNG’s Galaxv A80 now available in Qatar

Samsung Gulf Electronics (SGE), the distributor of Samsung in Qatar, announced the launch of the Galaxy A80 in Qatar.

The Samsung Galaxy A80 is packed with powerful innovations that will allow you to capture the world as you see it, enjoy immersive multimedia experiences and stay connected to friends and family.

In a first for Galaxy devices, the Galaxy A80 is equipped with Samsung’s revolutionary rotating triple camera, which lets you record footage continuously, making it easy to capture your moments and memories no matter the angle.

The Galaxy A80 features Samsung’s ‘革命ary Ultra Wide Camera’, with a 123-degree viewing angle, one can be amazed with the expansive landscape of everything captured. The statement adds.

The Galaxy A80’s 108 MP Depth Camera allows users to capture hyper-realistic portraits with great depth. Getting them create movie-like stories can be seen in one video.

The statement explains.

Available now in Qatar, the Galaxy A80 offers “meaningful innovations” on a safe and secure platform: Samsung’s first rotating triple camera, powerful battery and worry-free connectivity which make it the perfect device for today’s generation.

Mohamed Imran with the new Samsung Galaxy A80.

The Galaxy A80’s 3D Depth Sensor and Smart personalised AI allows users to enjoy immersive multimedia content. Users can create hyper-realistic portraits of their friends and family.

The Ultra Wide Camera lets you capture a scene in all its expanses, edge-to-edge, f/2.2, 108MP, with a 123-degree viewing angle, one can be amazed with the expansive landscape of everything captured. The statement adds.

The Ultra Wide Camera lets you capture a scene in all its expanses, edge-to-edge, f/2.2, 108MP, with a 123-degree viewing angle, one can be amazed with the expansive landscape of everything captured. The statement adds.

As part of the Galaxy experience, the Galaxy A80 features Samsung’s Intelligent Performance Engine, a multi-architecture software optimisation system, which maintains the brand’s CPU, RAM and battery capacity, tailoring the Galaxy A80’s efficiency to one’s everyday needs.

The Galaxy A80 is available now in Qatar. Dohatna Innovative Distribution, the authorised distributor of Samsung in Qatar, confirmed.
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EAA at High-Level Political Forum

The Multi-technical and neutral meeting space of the Social Studio on the side of the iconic National Museum of Education otherwise known as the Domus Dei.

Education Above All Foundation (EAA), the Mission of Qatar, Permanent Missions of Afghanistan, Qatar and Singapore and Singapore National University of Singapore have all co-organised the High-Level Political Forum (HLPF) for Sustainable Development, issuing a joint statement that calls for the global community to renew its commitment to provide all children and youth with the universal right to education. The HLPF is being held at the United Nations UNOSLOM headquarters in New York under July 8. The joint statement, delivered at a co-hosted July 10 UNHLPF side event, was calling for accelerated efforts to build an absence among international organisations and NGOs to protect and preserve the right to education for all children. Pictures are at the forum.
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Nikon brings Z Series cameras to Qatar

Nikon, pioneers in imaging technology and cameras, today launched its newly released Z Series cameras in Qatar. The launch event was held in Doha. The Z Series cameras combine the latest innovation to create a revolution in photography and videography, putting the control in the hands of the user with extensive customisation options.

The launch event was held in Doha to introduce the Nikon Z 7 and Z 6 mirrorless cameras. These new full-frame cameras are equipped with Nikon’s award-winning FX-format sensors, and offer a high level of performance in both stills and video. The cameras feature Nikon’s Z lens mount, which is designed to provide wide compatibility with Nikon’s ever-expanding range of lenses. The Z Series cameras also feature the Z 6 and Z 7 bodies, which offer improved ergonomics and handling.

Doha Bank launches vehicle loan bundled offer

Doha Bank has announced a special vehicle loan offer with attractive interest rates and long tenures, bringing advantages to customers looking to upgrade their cars. The offer will be有效 for a limited period.

The offer will be available for purchases of new and pre-owned vehicles for a period of 3 years with annualised interest rates starting as low as 4.24% for new vehicles and 4.65% for used vehicles. The bank will also offer free emergencies insurance cover and free comprehensive insurance with MetLife Future’s Protect package. Customers who sign up for the MetLife’s Protect premium policy offer after availing the minimum loan amount of QR15,000, which will also include a free comprehensive insurance cover and free roadside assistance. Customers will have the opportunity to receive up to 100% cashback with a minimum of QR25 in value and QR5,000 cashback with a minimum of QR50,000 cashback. The cashback will be valid for a period of five years. Customers can also get access to the MetLife’s Protect policy.

For more information on the eligibility criteria of Doha Bank’s car loan and terms and conditions, one can visit www.dohabank.com.

22 drivers compete in Volvo Trucks challenge

Volvo Trucks, a leading manufacturer of heavy commercial vehicles, hosted this year’s Volvo Trucks Driver Challenge 2019 in Qatar last month, inviting the nation’s best drivers to vie for the prestigious title in three areas of expertise: economy, skills and knowledge.

The drivers were scored based on their performance, with a focus on how they start or stop the vehicle. The driver with the best performance in each area was awarded a prize, including a trip to Sweden with an exclusive visit to the Volvo’s main manufacturing facility. The winners with an official.

The drivers competed in a variety of disciplines, including the FMX challenge that focuses on manoeuvring skills, the technical challenge that tests the drivers’ knowledge of the vehicle, and the technical challenge that assesses the drivers’ ability to identify and fix problems. The winners were awarded prizes, including a trip to Sweden with an exclusive visit to the Volvo’s main manufacturing facility.

The winners with the official.

The winners with the official.
Ashghal reopens Al Gharrafa Bridge

T he Public Works Authority (Ashghal) has announced the reopening of Al Gharrafa Bridge (known as Immigration Bridge) to traffic in both directions. The bridge was reopened on Friday after completing the necessary maintenance works, Ashghal said in a statement yesterday.

The bridge was closed on June 9 this year to carry out some emergency maintenance works, said Mohamed Arqoub al-Khaldi, head of the Doha City Section, Road Projects Department, Ashghal. The time factor, in addition to the space available for equipment work, was a challenge as the maintenance was scheduled to be completed within a month, al-Khaldi said. He also explained the importance of the bridge, which is located in a vital area that witnesses heavy traffic daily and connects the north and south of Doha, besides facilitating access to many malls and commercial markets.

Five rigs were used to carry out the necessary maintenance works on the bridge. These included the installation of concrete reinforced beams at a depth of 14m below the ground level to support the bridge deck, in addition to pouring more than 2,500 cubic metres of concrete and the use of 200 tonnes of iron. Also, 700m of asphalt was paved, the statement noted.

Ashghal stressed that it worked round the clock to ensure that traffic flow on the bridge was restored as soon as possible. Taking into consideration the highest safety standards, the designs were in place on time and more than 150 workers and engineers were involved in carrying out the emergency maintenance works, the statement added.

The authority said it would continue with the maintenance work below the bridge.

Tenders and Bids of Government Organizations subordinate to the Law of Organizing Tenders and Bids No.24 for the Year 2015

For more details please refer to the unified website of government procurement

https://monaqasat.mof.gov.qa

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Logo</th>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Tender Number</th>
<th>Description of the required goods, works or Services</th>
<th>Tender Fee</th>
<th>Tender Band</th>
<th>Submission System</th>
<th>Closing Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>🌟</td>
<td>Supreme Committee for Delivery &amp; Legacy</td>
<td>40001803</td>
<td>Provision of Security Services for Sporting Events Call Off Basis (Interested Vendors are required to send a Expression of Interest (EOI) to <a href="mailto:procurement@spcl.qa">procurement@spcl.qa</a>)</td>
<td>QAR 1,000.00</td>
<td>QAR 100,000.00</td>
<td>Two Envelope</td>
<td>06/06/2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>🌟</td>
<td>Ministry of Public Health (MOPH)</td>
<td>1196-2019</td>
<td>The Construction of the Trust, Landscape, Interior Network and Other Services Surrounding the Medical Commission Main Building (For more information: <a href="http://www.MOPH.gov.qa">www.MOPH.gov.qa</a>)</td>
<td>QAR 4000.00</td>
<td>QAR 400,000.00</td>
<td>Two Envelope</td>
<td>Sunday 4th of August 2019 12:00 hrs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>🌟</td>
<td>Qatar General Electricity &amp; Water Corporation - Kahramaa</td>
<td>GTC/931/2019</td>
<td>Extension of LV U/L Network and Service Connections (Purchase of Social Documents Through E-Payment - MOEE - Electricity Distribution Department)</td>
<td>QAR 9,000.00</td>
<td>QAR 900,000.00</td>
<td>Two Envelope</td>
<td>01/06/2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>🌟</td>
<td>Naufar</td>
<td>1256/2018</td>
<td>Call-Off Agreement for Provision of Marketing Services for 2 years</td>
<td>QAR 5,000.00</td>
<td>QAR 100,000.00</td>
<td>Two Envelope</td>
<td>11/06/2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>🌟</td>
<td>Naufar</td>
<td>1257/2018</td>
<td>Call-Off Agreement of Urine Drug Screening Test Kits for 2 years</td>
<td>QAR 1,000.00</td>
<td>QAR 100,000.00</td>
<td>Two Envelope</td>
<td>11/06/2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>🌟</td>
<td>Supreme Committee for Delivery &amp; Legacy</td>
<td>40000791</td>
<td>Provision of Support Services for Film Production Unit on Call Off basis (Interested Vendors are required to send an Expression of Interest (EOI) by email to <a href="mailto:procurement@spcl.qa">procurement@spcl.qa</a>)</td>
<td>QAR 2,000.00</td>
<td>QAR 200,000.00</td>
<td>Two Envelopes (Technical and Commercial)</td>
<td>20/06/2019</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Qatar Charity talks on displacement in Arab world

Qatar Charity (QC) has held a roundtable discussion on internal displacement and development challenges in the Arab world, in cooperation with the Centre for Conflict and Humanitarian Studies at the Doha Institute for Graduate Studies and Internal Displacement Monitoring Centre (IDMC) of the Norwegian Refugee Council (NRC). This came as part of the annual report of the IDMC titled ‘Global Report on Internal Displacement’ (GRID) 2019.

The discussion was held at the Doha Institute for Graduate Studies and moderated by Professor Sultan Barakat, director of the Centre for Conflict and Humanitarian Studies. The event was attended by Ambassador Abdulaziz Al-Ghamdi, assistant CEO for charitable and humanitarian studies at Qatar Charity; and Mohammed al-Ale Hamed, director of the Centre for Conflict and Humanitarian Studies. The participants discussed the main reasons behind the phenomenon of internal displacement and its effects, especially in the Arab region and in countries affected by disasters, leaving the participants with a clear idea of the need for joint action to address the problem. The participants discussed the main reasons that led to internal displacement and its effects, especially in the Arab region, and the need for concerted domestic and international efforts to develop policies and improve practices to address the problem.

Efforts should be made to take advantage of the data and information provided in the annual report of IDMC and devise the best methods for decision-makers.

Qatar Charity, which is one of the main partners in the co-operation between QC, Qatari Charity (IDMC) and Doha Institute for Graduate Studies to discuss how to take advantage of the data and information provided in the annual report of IDMC and devise the best methods for decision-makers.

The event was attended by Ambassador Abdulaziz Al-Ghamdi, assistant CEO for charitable and humanitarian studies at Qatar Charity; and Mohammed al-Ale Hamed, director of the Centre for Conflict and Humanitarian Studies. The participants discussed the main reasons behind the phenomenon of internal displacement and its effects, especially in the Arab region, and the need for concerted domestic and international efforts to develop policies and improve practices to address the problem.

Participants of the discussion.

169 abandoned vehicles removed

The Joint Committee for Removing Abandoned Vehicles in the country removed 169 abandoned vehicles from different areas in the Doha and Al Rayyan municipalities over the past few days. The committee maintained active coordination with the municipalities concerned to prevent the removal of legal vehicles and only impounded vehicles that had been parked illegally for six months or more.

Directorate of Traffic in order to cancel the road permit registration of such vehicles. This is in preparation for selling them to specialized companies as scrap.

The Joint Committee for Removing Abandoned Vehicles in the country removed 169 abandoned vehicles from different areas in the Doha and Al Rayyan municipalities over the past few days. The committee maintained active coordination with the municipalities concerned to prevent the removal of legal vehicles and only impounded vehicles that had been parked illegally for six months or more, after which the matter is referred to the General Directorate of Traffic in order to cancel the road permit registration of such vehicles. This is in preparation for selling them to specialized companies as scrap.
**Sudanese mark 40 days**

Dahshur, Egypt

**By Aidan Lewis, Reuters**

Tours will now be able to visit in the future, a director of the Dahshur site, Waziri said. "It's a very important step in the evolution of pyramid architecture," he said.

The site lies in the open desert, south of Cairo that marks a key period mummies, masks, tools and artifacts. Archaeologists presented late-19th century texts. One of the oldest ancient texts is the Book of the Dead, which describes the afterlife and what is expected of the deceased in the afterlife. It has been closed since its excavation in 1880.

The "Bent" Pyramid, named after its side profile with a 54-degree angle, before tapering off to a flat top section. The angles do not converge at the apex, but rather taper off to a slightly rounded top. This feature is unique among pyramids.

It is believed to have been built for Pharaoh Sneferu, possibly for Sneferu's wife Hetepheres, opened for the first time in 1965. The opening was being delayed. "Any activity on the site is dangerous for everybody," he said.

The pyramid's tip comes at a time of heightened Iranian-US tension over Iran's nuclear program. The US has placed sanctions on Iran due to its alleged nuclear enrichment activities.

European countries do not directly support the US sanctions, but have been unable to come up with a credible alternative.

"We also reaffirmed to Ms Mogherini and others that the US has no right to制裁 Iran," said Olad Trump. The US has threatened to withdraw from the Iran nuclear deal if it is not fully implemented, and has imposed sanctions on Iran.

The latest escalation comes after a military clash on Monday, in which four Iranian military personnel were reportedly killed.

Syria's war has killed more than 400,000 people since it started in 2011 with a brutal crackdown on anti-government protesters.
26 dead in Somalia blast and all-night hotel siege

Zimbabwe hikes fuel price again

Zimbabwe’s energy regulator has announced petrol and diesel price hikes in what is the second increase this year, after the finance minister said earlier this month that the government needed to increase fuel prices.

President Emmerson Mnangagwa announced the price hikes on Thursday in a statement, which he said reflected the dynamics in the world fuel market.

“Zimbabwe Energy Regulatory Authority reminds the public that the price of fuel is subject to fluctuation due to the exigencies of the world fuel market,” Mnangagwa said in a statement.

The government decided to implement the price increases effective Friday, but he did not specify how much the prices would go up.

Mnangagwa did not say why the fuel prices were being increased.

Zimbabwe’s energy regulator is a statutory body of the government that sets fuel prices.

When the last price increase was implemented on Sunday, petrol cost about 4.50 per litre and diesel cost about 3.50 per litre.

On Thursday, petrol was selling for 5.35 per litre and diesel was selling for 4.25 per litre in Harare.

The government has been criticized for implementing frequent fuel price hikes.

In 2018, petrol prices were doubled, and diesel prices tripled, in just one year.

Consumer rights activist Tigere Kudzayi said the latest price increases would put more pressure on people already struggling with fuel price increases.

“킥KeyName

CAR multislosure of 4 Chinesegold mines

President Cyril Ramaphosa said on Wednesday that he had directed the South African Revenue Service (SARS) to proceed with the liquidation of four Chinese firms that had been accused of serious tax and customs law violations.

Ramaphosa said the SARS had concluded investigations into the four firms — Bawa Hope, Mosaic, Shanghai Power and Yangtze Gold — which had been operating in the country for years.

 Ramaphosa said he had directed the SARS to take steps to shut down the four firms.

The firms had been accused of operating in South Africa illegally and failing to pay taxes and duties.
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Weakened Hurricane Barry makes and falls

Hurricane Barry's weakened status makes landfall south of New Orleans on Saturday, but the possibility of "dangerous" floods and water surges still looms.

A storm surge of 5 to 8 feet is expected, "enough to knock down an RV," according to a National Weather Service statement.

At least 18 deaths have been reported in connection with Barry, including 15 in Louisiana. At least 100 others were injured in the state as Barry passed through, according to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration.

"The stench was horrendous," said Elora Mukherjee, an academic who visited the migrant camp. "It was a horrible experience." 

"The river was expected to crest within 24 hours," said Capt. Jim McGirt, a U.S. Geological Survey hydrologist. "The Mississippi River crested at New Orleans today, and it is expected to continue to rise in the coming days." 

"This is a crisis that is over- pressurized," said Chris Hughes, a Facebook co-founder. "We need to do more to ensure the safety of our users." 

"The administration is caus- ing more confusion than clarity," said Chris Hughes in an interview with the BBC. "There are too many conflicting signals and actions on social media." 

"It’s time to break up Face- book,” Hughes added in an editorial for the New York Times, "and start a new company that’s not owned by Mark Zuckerberg.” 

"We need Facebook to be more accountable,” Hughes concluded. "We can’t just say sorry and move on.” 
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Death toll in Nepal floods climbs to 30

Banshol, Kathmandu

Fresh allegations of ‘war crimes’ emerge in Myanmar’s conflict-ridden Rakhine

Buckets (Bangladesh)

S Korean PM arrives in Dhaka for talks on trade

Dhaka

Sixth Korean Prime Min-
ister Lee called on the Bangladeshi Prime Minister Md. Abdul Momen yesterday in Dhaka to discuss economic and trade matters.

S Korea has invested more than $1bn in Bangladesh’s textile and clothing sectors in recent years.

To meet demands for more than 700,000 office space in the city, the government has approved an office building project with Japanese investment.

More than 1,300 people were evacuated in aungalow’s distincto-

Rakhine, a state where re-

A police officer in the state capi-

Myanmar’s military is

Conflict zone, much of

The Arakan Army draws

The Arakan Army’s chief spokesman, Lieut Col Ri Maung Maung, said in an interview yesterday that the group might be happening on the ground.

Thirteen were killed in light-

Flooding of vast areas in the

Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina
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The government announced the creation of a new water management system.
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The “Municipal Water Supply and

A new water management system, the Ministry of Housing and Urban Development announced yesterday, will cover all the municipalities of Bangladesh.

The “Municipal Water Supply and
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The “Municipal Water Supply and

According to the government, the new water management system will help to provide access to safe drinking water to about 60 million people living in small urban areas and provide clean water for about 10 million people living in slums.
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**Dutch tourist killed in Kuala Lumpur**

A Dutch tourist was killed on Sunday in Kuala Lumpur, according to police. The victim was among a group of tourists who were at a popular restaurant in the city when they were attacked.

The tourist, who was aged 37, was stabbed in the neck and died on the spot. Police said they were still investigating the incident.

**Philippines**

A 6.3-magnitude earthquake struck a region north of the southern island of Mindanao on Sunday, causing damage and injuries.

The tremor was felt in several provinces, including Davao Occidental, Davao Oriental, and Davao del Sur, according to the Philippine Institute of Volcanology and Seismology (PHIVOLCS).

There were no immediate reports of casualties or damage, but local residents were advised to stay alert for aftershocks.

**Indonesia protests target Chinese traders**

Protests have erupted in several parts of Indonesia, with demonstrators targeting Chinese traders and merchants.

The protesters, who are mostly local farmers and fishermen, are demanding compensation from the Chinese government for alleged land grabbing and environmental damage.

The Chinese government has said it will continue to work with Indonesia to resolve the dispute.

**Indonesia police seek post-election peace**

Indonesian police have appealed for calm after the recent election results, which saw the return of President Joko Widodo to power.

Widodo, who has been in office for the past six years, won a landslide victory in the election, which was marred by violence and protests.

Police have said they will work to ensure peace and stability in the country.

**Japanese-South Korean relations**

Tensions between Japan and South Korea have flared up over a long-running dispute over historical issues, including compensation for forced labor.

The two countries had agreed to hold talks this month, but the meeting has been postponed due to the ongoing political crisis in South Korea.

**New Zealand gun buyback scheme**

A gun buyback scheme has been launched in New Zealand to encourage owners to surrender their firearms.

The scheme is part of a broader effort to reduce gun violence, which has been a major issue in the country in recent years.

The buyback process will run from November 1 to December 31, with owners of eligible firearms able to claim cash or a voucher for their weapons.
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France to create new space force

France launches space telescope

Turkey receives more air defence equipment from Russia

Refugee charge with murder rape in Finland

Merkel’s health is a private matter, Germans say

Germany

Merkel has been absent from recent public events due to health issues, but the German media has been cautious about speculating about her health, as it is considered a private matter in Germany. Merkel, who turns 65 next month, is the longest-serving chancellor in Germany’s history, having held office since 2005. Her political future remains uncertain as she faces challenges from within her party and across the political spectrum.

France

France launches space telescope

Russia launched a space telescope from the Baikonur Cosmodrome in Kazakhstan, a joint project with the United States, China and Germany. The telescope, known as Spektr-RG, is part of the international CERES mission, which aims to study the Earth's magnetic field.

Turkey

Turkey receives more air defence equipment from Russia

Turkey has received an S-400 air defence system from Russia, which has caused tensions with NATO and the United States. The system is considered to be a significant threat to Turkey's military capabilities, and NATO has strongly condemned the purchase.

Refugee charge with rape murder in Finland

A 23-year-old Iraqi man was charged in a court in Finland with rape and murder after allegedly attacking a 12-year-old Finnish girl. The attacker, who is a refugee, had been granted asylum in Finland but had been arrested after the alleged attack.
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10 dead in Assam floods
10 dead in Assam floods, rains displace 1.2mn people

Floods in Assam have killed at least 10 people and displaced more than 1.2 million people.

The National Investigation Agency (NIA) yesterday raids suspected terror group in Tamil Nadu

The National Investigation Agency (NIA) yesterday conducted raids against members of a terrorist group in Tamil Nadu.

Kolkata Metro passenger dies as train starts moving

A passenger on the Kolkata Metro died after getting his hand stuck between the doors as the train started moving.

Chandrayaan-2 will be first robotic space exploration

India's second moon mission — Chandrayaan-2 — is on the anvil. Obviously, this is the first time such an incident has happened in the Kolkata Metro.

More rebel Karnataka MLAs move court

Five more rebel Karnataka MLAs have moved the court against the decision to disqualify them.

Religion

Jamaat-e-Islami Hind seeks end to Islamophobia

The Jamaat-e-Islami Hind said yesterday it would initiate steps to end Islamophobia.

Politics

4 ministers induced into Goa cabinet

Assam Chief Minister Sarbananda Sonowal has induced four ministers into his cabinet.

Law and order

NIA raids suspected terror group in Nagaland

The National Investigation Agency (NIA) yesterday conducted raids in Nagaland and Meghalaya.

Terror

Terror group in Tamil Nadu against members of Ansarulla

A terrorist group that seeks to establish Islamic rule in the region has threatened to attack members of Ansarulla in Tamil Nadu.

Religion

Martyrs' Day, which marks Maharaja Hari Singh's use of force in 1931 to quell protests against his rule,

The government officials attend a ceremony to mark the 87th anniversary of Kashmiris slain by the army of Maharaja Hari Singh.

Karnataka

5 more rebel Karnataka MLAs move court

Five more rebel Karnataka MLAs have moved the court against the decision to disqualify them.

Somber anniversary

The Assam State Disaster Management Authority (ADMA) said yesterday that 117,724 hectares of agricultural land has also been affected.

Kolkata Metro passenger dies as train starts moving

A passenger on the Kolkata Metro died after getting his hand stuck between the doors as the train started moving.

Chandrayaan-2 will be first robotic space exploration

India's second moon mission — Chandrayaan-2 — is on the anvil. Obviously, this is the first time such an incident has happened in the Kolkata Metro.

Indian space agency "to resume after July 16"

The mission team decided that the future of the Chandrayaan-2 mission will be determined by July 16.

Jawaharlal Nehru Centre for Advanced Scientific Research (JNCASR), Bengaluru

Massive mudslides block Chakki ka Mor.

Massive mudslides hit the Chakki ka Mor section of the Chandigarh-Shimla national highway.

Traffic jams and snarls and posed a serious threat to the smooth movement of road traffic.

Kollam town (Kollam, Kerala)

One person died in a flood-related incident in Kerala.

Bengaluru

Goa Congress rules — Chacko, Chavan and Moniz

The Goa Congress said that Chief Minister Pramod Sawant should not have taken the decision to fire ministers and deploy them as ministers in the Chief Minister's residence.

National Investigation Agency (NIA)

The National Investigation Agency (NIA) yesterday raids suspected terror group.

Religion

Government of Assam

A six-year-old boy died in Assam as the flood waters reached 8.5 ft.

Religion

Martyrs' Day, which marks Maharaja Hari Singh's use of force in 1931 to quell protests against his rule, has been observed.

Music

Music

A music festival titled "Chakki ka Mor" is being held in the Solan district of Himachal Pradesh.

Mumbai

Anna Hazare's "Iftar"

Anna Hazare has launched his "Iftar" rally in Mumbai.

Kolkata Metro passenger dies as train starts moving

A passenger on the Kolkata Metro died after getting his hand stuck between the doors as the train started moving.

Nationwide blackout

The nationwide blackout in two cities.
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Lobster fishing in Honduras a hazardous occupation

By Noa Lipton

Colombia asks UN to extend FARC peace deal

Colombia asked the UN Security Council to extend until next year its experience of the fragile 18-month peace accord with former rebels who ended a half-century of armed conflict. President Ivan Duque, whose government brokered the peace under the 2016 peace accord with the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia, said on Friday that the accord had failed to be implemented. Colombia has asked the UN Security Council for an extension of the peace agreement between the government and the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC). The government and the FARC, which were responsible for more than 50 years of conflict in Colombia, signed a peace agreement in 2016 to end the conflict.

Chile to study trans-Pacific cable to connect S America with Asia

Chile has taken a step forward on its plans to build a first submarine cable to connect South America with Asia, after the country’s telecommunications ministry signed a statement of intent with China’s China Telecommunications Corporation. The cable will be used to transport data between South America and Asia, and will be developed by China State Oceanic Administration. The cable, which is expected to be completed in 2023, will provide a more direct and reliable connection between the two continents, reducing the time it takes for data to travel across the Pacific Ocean. The cable will also provide an alternative route to the existing trans-Pacific cables, which are currently used to connect North America with Asia.

Brazilian director averts far-right attack on artists

The reality of her home- country has been shown in a film directed by Brazilian director Ana Lucia Lamberti titled “The Lingering Now.” The film tells the story of modern exile from Syria to the Amazon rainforest by echoing the adventures and challenges faced by Syrian refugees in Brazil. The director, who is based in Brazil, said that her film aims to highlight the experiences of Syrian refugees in Brazil and to raise awareness about the plight of refugees around the world. The film, which was shot in Brazil and Syria, tells the story of a Syrian family who flees their home in Syria due to conflict and resettles in Brazil, where they face new challenges and obstacles.
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Pakistan extends airspace ban along border with India

PM: ‘Mafia’ tactics being used against judiciary

Pakistan poised for spell of weeklong monsoon rains

Pakistan spells out requirements for UN peackeeping

PM, Rangers officers in court over Senator’s brother’s murder

Interventions

The US, Russia and China jointly welcomed peace talks in Afghanistan. They also extended their support for Pakistan’s role in the Afghanistan peace process.

The US, in a statement issued by the US Defense Department, extended its support for Pakistan’s role in the Afghanistan peace process. The statement noted that the process leads to a political settlement of the conflict in Afghanistan. The statement also said that Pakistan has been working with the US and other countries to support the peace process.

The Interventions

The US, Russia and China jointly welcomed peace talks in Afghanistan. They also extended their support for Pakistan’s role in the Afghanistan peace process. The statement noted that the process leads to a political settlement of the conflict in Afghanistan. The statement also said that Pakistan has been working with the US and other countries to support the peace process.

Interventions

Sharif’s case had been made public by Malik in Nawaz Sharif’s Azizia reference. Malik had submitted a letter to the court in Sharif’s case, asserting that he was being blackmailed and that he was being blackmailed by his political opponents.

The US State Department has extended its support for Pakistan’s role in the Afghanistan peace process. The statement noted that Pakistan has been working with the US and other countries to support the peace process.

Pakistan has called for an international conference to bring about a sustainable Anglo-Pakistani approach. This conference should bring together all stakeholders, including the Afghan government, Pakistan, and the United Nations, to discuss the situation and make a joint decision on how to proceed.
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Federal Reserve signals first US rate cut in a decade

The Federal Reserve is preparing to cut interest rates for the first time in a decade later this month as it sees a cooling global economy and no sign of overheating in the US. It would be a sharp about-face for a central bank that was until recently signaling the need to continue raising rates.

Investors have been anticipating that the Fed would move ahead with a cut later this month after stating for months that it would stick to a patient approach. In June, the Fed held rates steady but raised the prospect for two potential rate cuts this year, as policy makers have been wrestling with new evidence of a cooling global economy and no sign of overheating in the US. Meanwhile, trade tensions and slowing global growth are continuing to be a drag on the US economy, spelling the central bank could cut interest rates this month.

A rate reduction would come after months of comments from the Fed's chairman, Jerome Powell, that the US economy was at a "crossroads," with a "slightly lower path" for interest rates.

The Fed's policy rate is currently in a range of 2.25%-2.5%.

The Fed is also looking at softening its language around its policy stance, which could be a sign that it is preparing to cut interest rates.

In his Senate appearance, Powell elaborated on the Fed's concerns about persistently low inflation, as a reason that there is growing support for rate cuts, which has drifted well below target.

"We are watching the data closely, and inflation is a little bit lower than we would like," he said. "We will take the actions necessary to maintain the strong economic expansion." The economy is at full employment and inflation is below the Fed's 2% target.

In the early 1960s, the two agencies — Nasa and the US military — competed over who would be the first to the moon. But the race was over when Nasa's computer, the Guidance Computer, or AGC, was a success that laid the foundation for future space exploration.

The computers were essential in controlling the spacecraft's systems — and therefore the lives of the astronauts — during their missions.

Federal Reserve Chair Jerome Powell, during a congressional hearing last week, noted that the Fed's independence from political pressure was one of the main reasons that there is growing support for rate cuts, which has drifted well below target.

The Fed seeks to keep prices rising at an annual rate of 2%, but it has lagged below that for most of the current expansion. This year it has fallen farther below that goal.

The Fed's policy rate is currently in a range of 2.25%-2.5%.

Meanwhile, trade tensions and slowing global growth are continuing to be a drag on the US economy, signalling the central bank could cut interest rates this month.

In his Senate appearance, Powell elaborated on the Fed's concerns about persistently low inflation as a reason that there is growing support for rate cuts, which has drifted well below target.

They have also been eager for an additional signal from the chairman Powell to signal that the Fed is prepared to lower rates."
Various forms of capitalism

By Clair Brown and Simon Sällström

The candidates in the 2020 US presidential race are proposing an array of economic policies that are frequently described as “deregulation” and “socialism,” but which differ widely in their specifics. Some candidates are committing to reducing market barriers, lifting regulations that they believe are harmful to business or serve the interests of certain industries. Others are advocating for policies such as a “Medicare for All” healthcare system, a federal Jobs Guarantee, and higher taxes on the wealthy, which would fund universal social programmes.

Consider the energy sector, where Trump and Joe Biden have opposing views. Trump has supported fossil fuels, while Biden has emphasized clean energy solutions. This difference reflects larger policy debates within the Democratic Party, where establishment candidates support market-based solutions, while Sanders and Warren advocate for a more activist role for the government.

Many Democratic candidates acknowledge that the private sector has a role to play in addressing social and environmental problems. They argue that well-designed policies can complement private initiatives and lead to better outcomes. For example, Biden has proposed investing $2 trillion in infrastructure, clean energy, and education, which he claims will create millions of jobs.

The choices governments make today will have a lasting impact on the economy and society. As we move towards a cleaner, more equitable future, it is crucial that we have a clear understanding of the policies that are proposed and how they will be implemented.
‘Italian design is about inspiring the people’

By Jenny Aplin

Inspirational and raising awareness on the most pressing issues of the times, in- including environment protection and sustainability, have always been at the core of Italian design, as Italian ambassador Carlotta Colli said.

It was speaking at a workshop at the National Museum of Qatar (NMoQ), organised by Devoto Design in partnership with renowned Japanese-Australian firm Koichi Takada Architects and Katara Café 875 — the designers and curators of the museum shops and Café 875.

At the workshop,逆转 shared some of the challenges, inspirations and learning from these stunning works of architecture, made of 40,000 pieces of wooden panels — creating a massive wooden canyon.

‘As the embassy of Italy, we are proud that Devoto Design has the opportunity to be part of NMoQ’s project and contribute to the ex- hibition and fitting-out of some parts of it, especially the gift shops with its unique wood clad- ding.’ Colli said.

She added: ‘When we people think about Italian design — and design in general — they immediately think about beauty and aesthetic. Design must be about inspira- tion, about beauty and aesthetic. But in times of war and in the museum, is a perfect example of the ability of Italian companies to combine traditions and in- novation, to effectively integrate the skills of master artisans with new technology, creating results that go beyond expecta- tions.’

Colli stressed that ‘design- ers and artists have an important ethical responsibility and they need to take the awareness to protect our planet for the sake of future generations.’

‘The wooden canyon realised by Koichi Takada and Devoto Design in a constant reminder of the importance to reconnect with nature, to discover organic material and work together as a community to preserve our envi- ronment, ‘ she said.

Colli shared that ‘design visionaries have an important ethical responsibility and they need to take the awareness to protect our planet for the sake of future generations.’

The workshop was moved by Koichi Takada and Devoto Design in a constant reminder of the importance to reconnect with nature, to discover organic material and work together as a community to preserve our envi-

"The unique wooden cladding, the massive wooden canyon, which has been realised here in Qatar, is a real statement. The wooden canyon, real- ized by Koichi Takada and Devoto Design in a constant reminder of the importance to reconnect with nature, ‘ she added.

Colli shared that ‘design visionaries have an important ethical responsibility and they need to take the awareness to protect our planet for the sake of future generations.’

A group of Georgetown University in Qatar (GU-Q) students recently explored the Basque Country, an autonomous community in Spain, to study the causes of conflict and the com- plexity of resolution, as part of the award- winning Zones of Confl ict, Zones of Peace (ZCZP) program that the university of- fers to its students of international aff airs.

The eight-day itinerary included vis- its to the Basque Museum and Gorlaz Peace Museum, workshops and classes at the University of Deusto, and a visit to a former Basque rural village to learn about Basque culture.

A total of 15 GU-Q students took part in the trip, held from July 8 to 15 in Algeria, France, India, Malaysia, Pakistan, Pales- tine, Sudan, Lebanon, Syria, Taiwan, the US, Bahrain and Egypt.

‘All of the people we met were fasci- nated by our diversity, which added to the discussions both in class and on the trip, ‘ said participating student Salma Hassan (GU-Q ‘20).

The trip to Spain “completes the discussion that has been started in class, but they also have a real and personal impact with the students,” said Professor Oger, associate professor of Government.

The objective was to offer students two ‘sides’ of the story, not as a way of justifying any of them, but as a way of understanding the challenge of peace-building that lies dead for Basque society,” said Professor Alonso Sáenz de Vicuña. Director of Student Life at GU-Q. “I think the real value of these classes and trips is the way in which they bridge the classroom in the world,” she said.

For Ayesha Iqbal (GU-Q ‘22), these encounters were as much the trip as worthwhile. “To meet the victims and politicians who endured the conflict gave us new, more emotional and in-depth insight into what navigating a confl ict looks like and how difficult, but worthwhile, peace in society is,” she said.

Started in 2007, the ZCZP programme has taken Georgetown students to post-conflict sites around the world. A group of Georgetown University in Qatar (GU-Q) students recently explored the Basque Country, an autonomous community in Spain, to study the causes of conflict and the com-

By Jenny Aplin

Inspirational and raising awareness on the most pressing issues of the times, including environment protection and sustainability, have always been at the core of Italian design, as Italian ambassador Carlotta Colli said.

It was speaking at a workshop at the National Museum of Qatar (NMoQ), organised by Devoto Design in partnership with renowned Japanese-Australian firm Koichi Takada Architects and Katara Café 875 — the designers and curators of the museum shops and Café 875.

At the workshop,逆转 shared some of the challenges, inspirations and learning from these stunning works of architecture, made of 40,000 pieces of wooden panels — creating a massive wooden canyon.

‘As the embassy of Italy, we are proud that Devoto Design has the opportunity to be part of NMoQ’s project and contribute to the exhibition and fitting-out of some parts of it, especially the gift shops with its unique wood clading.’ Colli said.

She added: ‘When we people think about Italian design — and design in general — they immediately think about beauty and aesthetic. Design must be about inspiration, about beauty and aesthetic. But in times of war and in the museum, is a perfect example of the ability of Italian companies to combine traditions and innovation, to effectively integrate the skills of master artisans with new technology, creating results that go beyond expectations.’

Colli stressed that ‘designers and artists have an important ethical responsibility and they need to take the awareness to protect our planet for the sake of future generations.’

‘The wooden canyon realised by Koichi Takada and Devoto Design in a constant reminder of the importance to reconnect with nature, to discover organic material and work together as a community to preserve our environment, ‘ she said.

Colli shared that ‘design visionaries have an important ethical responsibility and they need to take the awareness to protect our planet for the sake of future generations.’

A group of Georgetown University in Qatar (GU-Q) students recently explored the Basque Country, an autonomous community in Spain, to study the causes of conflict and the complexity of resolution, as part of the award-winning Zones of Confl ict, Zones of Peace (ZCZP) program that the university offers to its students of international aff airs.

The eight-day itinerary included visits to the Basque Museum and Gorlaz Peace Museum, workshops and classes at the University of Deusto, and a visit to a former Basque rural village to learn about Basque culture.

A total of 15 GU-Q students took part in the trip, held from July 8 to 15 in Algeria, France, India, Malaysia, Pakistan, Palestine, Sudan, Lebanon, Syria, Taiwan, the US, Bahrain and Egypt.

‘All of the people we met were fascinated by our diversity, which added to the discussions both in class and on the trip, ‘ said participating student Salma Hassan (GU-Q ‘20).

The trip to Spain “completes the discussion that has been started in class, but they also have a real and personal impact with the students,” said Professor Oger, associate professor of Government.

The objective was to offer students two ‘sides’ of the story, not as a way of justifying any of them, but as a way of understanding the challenge of peace-building that lies dead for Basque society,” said Professor Alonso Sáenz de Vicuña. Director of Student Life at GU-Q. “I think the real value of these classes and trips is the way in which they bridge the classroom in the world,” she said.

For Ayesha Iqbal (GU-Q ‘22), these encounters were as much the trip as worthwhile. “To meet the victims and politicians who endured the conflict gave us new, more emotional and in-depth insight into what navigating a conflict looks like and how difficult, but worthwhile, peace in society is,” she said.

Started in 2007, the ZCZP programme has taken Georgetown students to post-conflict sites around the world. A group of Georgetown University in Qatar (GU-Q) students recently explored the Basque Country, an autonomous community in Spain, to study the causes of conflict and the complexity of resolution, as part of the award-winning Zones of Confl ict, Zones of Peace (ZCZP) program that the university offers to its students of international aff airs.

The eight-day itinerary included visits to the Basque Museum and Gorlaz Peace Museum, workshops and classes at the University of Deusto, and a visit to a former Basque rural village to learn about Basque culture.

A total of 15 GU-Q students took part in the trip, held from July 8 to 15 in Algeria, France, India, Malaysia, Pakistan, Palestine, Sudan, Lebanon, Syria, Taiwan, the US, Bahrain and Egypt.

‘All of the people we met were fascinated by our diversity, which added to the discussions both in class and on the trip, ‘ said participating student Salma Hassan (GU-Q ‘20).

The trip to Spain “completes the discussion that has been started in class, but they also have a real and personal impact with the students,” said Professor Oger, associate professor of Government.

The objective was to offer students two ‘sides’ of the story, not as a way of justifying any of them, but as a way of understanding the challenge of peace-building that lies dead for Basque society,” said Professor Alonso Sáenz de Vicuña. Director of Student Life at GU-Q. “I think the real value of these classes and trips is the way in which they bridge the classroom in the world,” she said.

For Ayesha Iqbal (GU-Q ‘22), these encounters were as much the trip as worthwhile. “To meet the victims and politicians who endured the conflict gave us new, more emotional and in-depth insight into what navigating a conflict looks like and how difficult, but worthwhile, peace in society is,” she said.

Started in 2007, the ZCZP programme has taken Georgetown students to post-conflict sites around the world.